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WHO WE ARE
This Is My Brave Australia Inc is
an Incorporated Association
and Registered Charity with
DGR 1 status dedicated to
ensuring that we live in a
society where mental illness is
free from stigma and prejudice

WHAT WE DO
We are dedicated to
promoting mental health
awareness by contributing to a
national conversation around
mental illness through arts
based and mental health and
wellbeing activities

WHY IT MATTERS
All mental health consumers
deserve a stigma free
environment in which to
freely seek and engage in self
help pathways
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MENTAL ILLNESS AND STIGMA
Stigmas about mental illness seem to be
widely endorsed by the general public in
the Western world. Studies suggest that
the majority of citizens in the United
States have stigmatizing attitudes about
mental illness. Furthermore, stigmatizing
views about mental illness are not limited
to uninformed members of the general
public; even well-trained professionals
from most mental health disciplines
subscribe to stereotypes about mental
illness

PATRICK W. CORRIGAN, AMY C.
WATSON University of Chicago
Center for Psychiatric Rehabilitation
and Chicago Consortium for
Stigma Research, 7230 Arbor Drive,
Tinley Park, IL 60477, USA

THE IMPACT OF STIGMA
Stigma and discrimination can have
a significant impact on people with
depression and anxiety and their
family and friends. The greatest
impact appears to be related to
personal relationships and
employment, Stigmatising attitudes
impact on access to treatment and
mental health services.

People with depression
and anxiety report experiencing
stigmatising attitudes from health
professionals, with people often
saying they feel patronised
punished or humiliated
in dealing with health
professionals.
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THE IMPACT OF STIGMA
Research findings also indicate that a
concern about others’ reactions to
seeking help, including reactions
from family members, friends and work
colleagues, may decrease the likelihood
of using mental health services, and
seeking help from informal sources.
This further demonstrates the impact of
perceived stigma, and anticipated
discrimination, on behaviour.

beyondblue Information Paper ‐
Stigma and discrimination associated
with depression
and anxiety August 2015.

STRATEGIES THAT DIMINISH STIGMA
"Stigma is further diminished when
members of the general public meet
persons with mental illness who are able
to hold down jobs or live as good
neighbors in the community. Research has
shown an inverse relationship between
having contact with a person with mental
illness and endorsing psychiatric stigma .
Hence, opportunities for the public to
meet persons with severe mental illness
may discount stigma. Interpersonal
contact is further enhanced when the
general public is able to regularly interact
with people with mental illness as peers."

Understanding the impact of stigma
on people with mental illness
PATRICK W. CORRIGAN, AMY C.
WATSON University of Chicago
Center for Psychiatric Rehabilitation
and Chicago Consortium for
Stigma Research, 7230 Arbor
Tinley Park, IL 60477, USA.

Drive,
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FROM THE EXECUTIVE
OFFICER
TIM DALY
No-one could have predicted the year that 2021 turned into with the second
wave of Covid, harsh restrictions and lockdowns impacting not just Australia
but worldwide.
All this change and uncertainty brought into sharp focus the effect that
uncertain times and future has on mental health.
This also changed how TIMBA would operate during the year and culminated
in our efforts going into supporting those in the Canberra community
affected adversely by lockdowns and financial strain.
We started a new partnership with Ngunnawal Street Pantries, continued our
RedTIMBA Wardrobe project at Kanangra Court and also supporting new
organisations through a new TIMBA Care Box project.
We also ran our first virtual storytelling event as part of the TheMHS
Conference in Melbourne during October.
It was a year of change and diversification and trying new things to get the
stigma reduction message out there.
For 2022 our focus will be to expand the reach of our message through
utilising improved technology and social media involvement and by
focussing fully on our #storytellingsaveslives agenda.
Tim Daly Executive Officer This Is My Brave Australia Inc.
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2021 ACTIVITIES
NGUNNAWAL STREET
PANTRIES
2021 saw TIMBA begin an
auspice agreement with
Ngunnawal Street Pantries, a
group of neighborhood pantries
supplying free second hand
goods donated by the
community. The pantries are run
from private residences and
previously received 60 visits per
week. During lockdowns the
pantries were visited 30 times
per day by community members
especially in the Gungahlin area
accessing not only clothing but
fresh vegetables, bread milk and
other donated goods.
Margaret McGrath who
established NSP was honoured
by Westfield as a Local Hero for
2021.
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REDTIMBA WARDROBE
PROJECT
Report for This Is My Brave Australia
by Red Flag Canberra Inc./RedTIMBA
This year has been a busy and active
one for Red Flag Canberra working
with This Is My Brave Australia in a
partnership known as RedTIMBA.
RedTIMBA has helped many
consumers at ACT mental health
facilities and mental health group
homes. There was a real need for
personal care items. new underwear,
new clothing, slippers, shoes, T-shirts,
track suits and pyjamas. RedTIMBA
believes in giving dignity and respect
to vulnerable people who are not able
to readily access things they need.
RedTIMBA has a close relationship
with Beryl Women’s Refuge and
provides clothings, shoes and PJs for
women and children restarting after
domestic violence.
The joy and happiness that comes
from people who are treated with
humanity and respect is one of the
most important things that RedTIMBA
facilitates.
There are no forms to fill in or
eligibility requirements – just respect
for the dignity of people.
This is some of the feedback we have
received:

"I didn’t know that anyone cared about us.
Its so nice to know that people do.”
“The pamper packs are amazing, I haven’t
had shampoo or deodorant for days.”
“Thanks so much for the undies and PJs.”
“Puzzles and books! I love them.”
“Thanks so much for the AA Blue Book – I
need to work my programme.”
-Patients at an ACT Mental Health
Facility
“We can’t believe all that you do for women
and children at Beryl’s. The Mums are so
happy to see their kids with new clothes
and shoes.”
-Worker at Beryl Women’s Refuge
Jane Grace
Red Flag Canberra Inc./ RedTIMBA
Public Officer
7 January 2022
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REDTIMBA WARDROBE
PROJECT
in 2021 we continued with our free market at the Kanagra Court high
density government housing complex. We partner with Reclink
Canberra who have an onsite presence supporting residents with
complex mental health, disability and addiction needs, homelessness
and recently released incarcerated detainees.
Unfortunately due to Covid restrictions we were only able to run half
the intended markets. The last of these markets in 2021 we attended
with our new pantry trailer purchased through a Stronger
Communities Grant. The trailer has been set up with compartments to
house clothing personal essential items such as shampoo. toothpaste,
hand wash, masks and also a fridge to store cold food items.
" We missed you during lockdown, good to see you back"
"Kanangra Court resident

“
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TIMBA CARE BOXES
Late in 2021 in response to the Covid lockdown we developed our TIMBA Care
Boxes. The boxes contain essential personal items for those people who found
themselves in an emergency situation especially homelessness from DV situations,
unexpected hospital stay or economic disadvantage and refugess. With the help of
Pams Pantry and the Dignity and Desire pantry TIMBA and a Hands Across
Canberra Grant. Boxes were distributed to YWCA to support their emergency
housing program, St Johns Care for their support programs and individual requests
and the Welcome Group supporting recent Afghani refugees. We have so far
distributed 200 boxes.

STORAGE SHED/OFFICE
Thanks to a Stronger
Communities Grant TIMBA
purchased a shed to house stock
for our mental health and
wellbeing programs and to use
for office space
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THEMHS CONFERENCE
STORYTELLING EVENT
In October as part of The Mental
Health Services Conference
(initially to be held in Melbourne
but conducted online to to Covid
restrictions) we presented eight
lived experience stories thanks
to our storytellers, Lisa, April,
Tim, Michael, Chris, Sammy,
Nicole and S. This was the first
time we held our auditions,
rehearsals and storytelling
online.

THE LISTENING POST
Our Listening Post market stall
continued in 2021 when we could
and thanks to a Volunteer grant we
were able to purchase branded
gazebo's and equipment in 2021.
The Listening Post is a place
available in the community to
safely and anonymously share your
mental health story. It is a place of
connection in an isolated world.

JAN 2022
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CREATIVE MINDS
FESTIVAL
To mark Mental Health Month in October TIMBA held the first
Creative Minds Mental Health Film and Arts Festival In
collaboration with Chris Endrey and Pomegranate Creative four
live online music sessions were held highlighting the work of
local Canberra musicians The Positive Poster Lab was held in
partnership with Gungahlin Arts. Thanks to local artist Sally
Holliday and detainees from the AMC, Art In Place was held
displaying their individual art pieces. The 4th TIMBA Mental
Health Film Festival was held online screening films on the
topic of mental health, from around the world. Hosted by Jen
Seyderhelm our Hypothetical, the Workplace and Mental Health
was an online event with a panel of mental health identities
from across Canberra.
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THIS IS MY BRAVE,THE
SHOW, ALBURY
In partnership with Relationships Australia, Canberra and
Region, in December we began workshop/info sessions for our
May 2022 storytelling event. The event will feature stories of
lived experience of disability of people in the Albury region
which will then be used as part of a submission to the
Disability Royal Commission.

MENTAL HEALTH FIRST
AID TRAINING
TIMBA held it's first MHFA training course facilitated by EO
Tim Daly on 22nd and 23rd May 2021 with Ngunnawal Street
pantry volunteers and Reclink Canberra staff.
TIMBA is looking at running more courses in 2022.
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2021 SUPPORTERS
We would like to acknowledge the support
we recieved in 2021 from
Hand Across Canberra
Australia Post
Actewagl
Westfield Belconnen
The Hon Andrew Leigh MP
Feros Care
Storage King
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2021 FINANCIAL
STATEMENT
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2021 FINANCIAL
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THANK YOU
Thank you to our committee members our volunteers and
especially our Brave storytellers for your support during 2021.
All your efforts are going a long way towards our aim of
promoting a national conversation around mental health and
wellbeing in our communities.
Tim Daly

Executive Officer
This Is My Brave Australia Inc.
January 2022

